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This Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt is very appropriate for you as beginner reader. The
visitors will consistently start their reading routine with the preferred style. They may rule out the writer and
author that develop guide. This is why, this book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt is really
appropriate to read. Nevertheless, the principle that is given up this book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren
Barnholdt will show you numerous points. You can start to love additionally checking out till the end of
guide Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt.

Review
"Avery’s spunky tenacity and upbeat attitude in the face of her many challenges will charm readers."

Kirkus Reviews, September 2011
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Lauren Barnholdt is the author of the teen novels The Thing About the Truth, Sometimes It Happens, One
Night That Changes Everything, Two-Way Street, and Watch Me. She is also the author of the middle-grade
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Imagine that you obtain such particular spectacular encounter as well as understanding by only checking out
an e-book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt. Just how can? It seems to be better when a book
could be the most effective thing to discover. Publications now will appear in printed as well as soft
documents collection. Among them is this book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt It is so typical
with the printed books. Nevertheless, many individuals often have no area to bring the e-book for them; this
is why they can't review the e-book any place they desire.

Why should be book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt Book is one of the very easy resources to
seek. By obtaining the writer and also motif to get, you can find a lot of titles that offer their data to obtain.
As this Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt, the motivating publication Fake Me A Match (mix)
By Lauren Barnholdt will give you what you need to cover the work deadline. And why should be in this
internet site? We will certainly ask first, have you a lot more times to choose going shopping the books as
well as look for the referred publication Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt in publication shop?
Lots of people could not have enough time to find it.

Thus, this site presents for you to cover your problem. We reveal you some referred books Fake Me A Match
(mix) By Lauren Barnholdt in all kinds and also styles. From common author to the famous one, they are all
covered to provide in this site. This Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt is you're searched for
book; you merely have to visit the link web page to receive this internet site and afterwards choose
downloading and install. It will not take many times to get one book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren
Barnholdt It will depend on your net connection. Simply purchase and download the soft file of this book
Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt
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It’s matchmaking mayhem when a school project goes awry in this “entertaining and enjoyable read”
(School Library Journal) from the author of Four Truths and a Lie.

Avery LaDuke is bummed when her (former) BFF, Sophie Burns, dumps her for the popular crowd. But now
that her mom is getting remarried, Avery’s hoping her new stepsister, Blake, will fill the role of best pal. So
imagine her shock when Blake befriends Sophie instead! At least Avery can focus on leading the eighth-
grade charity project—which turns out to involve an online matchmaking service. She’s skeptical about
online love, but Avery sees an opportunity to get Blake back on her side: She’ll tamper with the program and
have Blake matched with Sam, the most popular boy in school!
     Except something goes seriously wrong, and it’s Avery who ends up being matched with Sam. Not only
is the class adviser suspicious, but Avery discovers that she kinda sorta likes Sam…and he likes her back.
Torn between her crush and her new stepsister/best friend, Avery is left wondering: Is there any possible way
she can keep them both?
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Fake Me A Match
By princess bookie
My Thoughts: Let me start off by saying I am a huge fan of Lauren Barnholdt. If she wrote it, I will read it. I
love all her of books!



Fake Me A Match is more Middle Grade than Young Adult. I tend to stay away from Middle Grade because
usually I don't like reading about 12-13 year-olds. But when I saw what this was about I knew I had to read
it, plus its by Barnholdt.

We are introduced to Avery who is 13 years old. She lives with her mom. She is getting a new sister
(stepsister) because her mom is marrying a guy and his daughter is coming down from New York to live
with them. Avery couldn't be more stoked. She's an only child and she's finally going to have someone to
share things with and be a real family. She couldn't be more excited!

Blake and her Dad move into the house. It isn't as picture perfect as Avery hoped. Blake is kind of high
maintenance and she gets her mind set on something, gets it, than doesn't really care about it anymore.

Avery gets put in charge of the charity project for Student Council. It's a matchmaking service. Everyone
fills out a questionnaire, than a computer goes and matches people up and people pay to get their results.
Sounds pretty fun, right?

Avery isn't really into it, she doesn't think about boys too much. But she does like one boy in particular at the
beginning of the novel. But, Blake likes another (Sam) so Avery figures she'll be nice and change the results
so Blake gets matched with Sam.

Her plan doesn't go the way she expects it too and things get very very complicated. Not only that, but Avery
is starting to have feelings for someone else.

Lets see, I really liked this book because I liked the angle with the dogs, I liked the boys, I liked the
relationship between Avery and everyone else. It was fun and full of drama. There was a lot of drama.

Remember, this is more middle school and its more fun than real serious. So at times the characters can seem
pretty immature and young but I still liked it a lot.

Overall: I really enjoyed it. It was a lot of fun. If your expecting an in-depth book, you might want to stay
away from this one, BUT if you want something cute and funny, read this now! It was what I was in the
mood for and I liked it!

Cover: Like it. Not usually into cartoon covers but the description alone made me want to read this.

What I'd Give It: 4/5 Cupcakes
______________
Review Based On Hardcover Edition

Taken From Princess Bookie

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Cute and Fun
By Lisa
Avery is very excited to be getting a new step-sister, and she is pulling out all the stops so they will be best
friends. Unfortunately, her new step-sister Blake is less than interested. Until she meets Sam, who often
hangs at his grandmother's house right around the corner. Now Blake is ready to hang out all the time
(provided Sam is near). Things get more complicated though as Sam starts to pay more attention to Avery.
Throw in picking out bridesmaid dresses, chairing the student council charity project, and trying to train the



new dogs Blake was dying to get, and Avery suddenly has her hands very full. Avery will have to be very
careful to get everything done without making an enemy of Blake. Or Sam.

This was a very cute book. I thought Avery was a very fun character. She was a bit of an overachiever, but
not in an annoying way. She really seemed like a fun 13 year old. I thought Blake was incredibly annoying at
first, but she grew on me as the book went on. I can see how that must have been a hard situation to be in. It
was pretty funny as she tried to be so much more worldly than Avery. Avery was more content to progress at
her own pace and not try to be more mature too fast. I think Sam would have been my dream guy at 13. He
was smart and funny (although a bit more considerate than I've known any boy that age to be). The plot was
fairly basic, but it was entertaining. Avery got into quite a few scrapes, some of which were easily solved. In
fact some of them were so easily solved I wondered why they even happened. I guess it did add for more
wacky fun though.

I think any tween girl will love this book. It has just the right amount of fun and romance. It's all totally age
appropriate too. I had a really great time reading it at any rate. Avery was a bit like me at that age, and I was
transported back in time for a bit. So overall, this is a very fun book!

Galley provided for review.
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a fun, cute matchmaking book
By Amy @ Books, College, and Other Random Things
Thirteen year-old, Avery LaDuke is about to become a step-sister. Her mom is marrying Will, and Will has a
girl, Blake, that's in the same grade as Avery. Avery couldn't be more excited. Recently, Avery was kicked to
the curb by her ex-best friend, Sophie Burns. She can't wait for Blake to move in with them, so they can
bond and become friends. She's even painting their room a pretty shade of green.

When Blake first arrives, she convinces Avery to ask her mom for a dog. Surprisingly, her mom says yes,
and they end up with two dogs, Gus and Princess. Unfortunately for Avery, Blake shirks a lot of her
responsibilities for her dog, Princess, so Avery has to pick up the slack. One day when they are dog walking,
both of the girls discover that Sam's, one of the cutest and popular guys of their school, grandmother lives
close-by.

Blake couldn't be more excited because she has a crush on Sam. Sam and Avery are both on the student
council. Avery is put as the head of the fundraiser. To her dismay, the fundraiser is a matchmaking service.
She decides that she's going to match Blake with Sam, what is more perfect than welcoming her as a
stepsister than this?

I have been reading a lot of paranormal books lately, and was in need of a fluffy, cute read. This book was
definitely a good, pick-me up book. I also have recently started to like middle grade literature, as well. I felt
bad for Avery. It's hard to stop being friends with someone, especially if it wasn't mutual. I wanted to like
Blake, but I felt like she could have tried to hang out more with Avery. She somewhat redeems herself in the
end, but I like Avery more.

See all 19 customer reviews...
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It is so easy, isn't it? Why don't you try it? In this site, you could likewise discover other titles of the Fake
Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt book collections that could have the ability to aid you
discovering the very best option of your task. Reading this book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren
Barnholdt in soft data will certainly additionally ease you to get the resource quickly. You could not bring
for those publications to somewhere you go. Only with the gadget that constantly be with your anywhere,
you can read this book Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt So, it will certainly be so swiftly to
finish reading this Fake Me A Match (mix) By Lauren Barnholdt
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